The purpose of this study was to investigate rater effects on the TGMD-2 when it applied to children with intellectual disability. A total of 22 children with intellectual disabilities participated in this study. Children's performances in each of 12 subtests of the TGMD-2 were recorded via video and scored by three adapted physical activity specialists who have expertise in the TGMD-2. Two advanced measurement theories, Generalizability-theory (G-theory) and many-facet Rasch model (MFRM), were applied in data analyses. There were relatively large variances attributed to rater effects on the scores of the TGMD-2 awarded to children with intellectual disabilities. The severity of each rater significantly differed across all subtests of the TGMD-2. There was a set of biased ratings interacted with measurement conditions of the TGMD-2.
Fundamental movement skills, which stand for goal-directed movement patterns, are formed in early childhood, and the mastery of these skills plays a key role in further acquisition of complex movement skills for sports and games (Burton & Miller, 1998; Gallahue & Ozmun, 1998) . Lack of proficiency in fundamental movement skills in early childhood can negatively influence not only the competence of daily physical activity (Goodway & Branta, 2003; Goodway, Crowe, & Ward, 2003) but also the emotional and social development in later years (Sherrill, 1986) .
Considering the importance of fundamental movement skills in early childhood, motor assessment in this period is essential for children with intellectual disability to monitor developmental progress and to identify particular developmental delays (Gallahue & Ozmun, 1998) , which subsequently can be applied for individual education programs (IEPs; Jansma & French, 1994; Sherrill, 1986) .
The second edition of the Test of Gross Motor Development (TGMD-2; Ulrich, 2000) is one of the most frequently used instruments to assess fundamental movement skills of children with disabilities (Capio, Sit, Abernethy, & Masters, 2012; Hartman, Houwen, Scherder, & Visscher, 2010; Houwen, Hartman, Jonker, & Visscher, 2010; Simons et al., 2008) . The TGMD-2 consists of 12 subtests within locomotor skills and objective control skills (6 subtests for each), and each subtest has a different number of criterion-referenced items that measure the process-oriented movements of that subtest. The evidences of sufficient reliability and validity of the TGMD-2 with children with disabilities, including intellectual and visual disabilities, has been accumulated Simons et al., 2008) .
As a criterion-referenced test, however, several possible biases may be inherent in the TGMD-2 scores awarded to children with intellectual disabilities, because the scoring strategy of the TGMD-2 totally depends on the subjective view of raters. Such biases are termed rater effects, which refer to the presence of systematic variances in ratings of the same performance by the different raters (Scullen, Mount, & Goff, 2000; Weigle, 1998) . Among several aspects of rater effects, such as hallo effect, central tendency, or restriction of range, etc., severity and consistency are two primary aspects of rater effects that may threaten the validity and reliability of scores (Myford, & Wolfe, 2003; Saal, Downey, & Lahey, 1980; Wolfe, 2004) . Rater severity in criterion-referenced test is defined as a rater's tendency to have more severe or lenient standard for a given criterion and a rater consistency, which is also known as intrarater consistency, refers to the extent to which the rater's severity is varied (Zhu, Ennis, & Chen, 1998) . These rater effects may not be the major threats for reliability of scores if a single rater scores all participants while sustaining the consistent level of severity across all given criteria; however, validity still can be a problematic issue because the meaning of criteria may be changed from what they are originally intended to measure, depending on the rater's level of severity (Zhu et al., 1998) . In other words, these rater effects can lead to scores that cannot be validly interpreted in terms of the construct being measured, thereby leading to erroneous decisions and actions.
There are two advanced measurement theories, Generalizability theory (G-theory; Brennan, 1983) and Many-facet Rasch model (MFRM; Linacre, 1994) that are known for their capability to identify rater effects along with other measurement conditions (denoted as facets), such as trials or items within a single measurement model, and both can be used to complement each other (Lynch & McNamara, 1998; Sudweeks, Reeve, & Bradshaw. 2004 ). G-theory is an extension of classical test theory (CTT) that takes into account the multiple sources of variability inherent in the measurement by employing analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures (Brennan, 2001 ). G-theory provides relative magnitude of variance components that include the variance due to the object of the measurement (i.e., persons), to facets, and to the interaction of persons and facets. Moreover, reliability coefficient for criterion-referenced test, known as dependability coefficient (Φ-coefficient), can be estimated by absolute decision process using the estimated variance components. G-theory has been successfully used for examining the rater effects on criterion-referenced tests in the various areas. Longford (1995, p.21 ), for example, described a way to examine the rater effects on criterion-referenced tests using a single facet person-by-rater (i.e., p × r) model where the object of measurement was a person and the rater facet was a source of systematic error that affects the measurement of criterion-referenced test. The variations due to the rater and interaction between person and rater were defined as the rater severity and rater inconsistency, respectively, and relative magnitudes of variance component for respective facets were examined to identify the rater effects. Although G-theory has a capability to detect the rater effects by including additional facets related to rater effects to the model, several limitations in CTT are still hold that the rater effects may not be fully detected because of the sample-and test-dependent properties of G-theory.
MFRM extends the one-parameter logistic model within the framework of item response theory (IRT), which is also known as Rasch model (Rasch, 1960 (Rasch, , 1980 . While the original Rasch model expressed the probability of success for specific item by a function of only two facets, the person's ability and item difficulty, MFRM allows researchers to include additional facets, such as raters, to investigate the impact of these additional facets on the probability of success. The major advantage of MFRM is that the parameter of each facet is independently estimated; that is, the rater effects that are not affected by sample characteristic or test traits can be estimated (Linacre, 1994; Zhu et al., 1998) . All parameter estimates of the facet effects are calibrated onto a common measurement scale (i.e., the logit score), which provides more flexibility for the interpretation of differences across the facets (Lynch & McNamara, 1998) . MFRM also has a capability to examine the interaction effects among facets, which is also known as a bias analysis or interaction analysis, once the parameters of single model have been calibrated (Linacre, 1994 (Linacre, , 2010a . This allows researchers to identify unusual interaction patterns among facets that are deviated from the underlying model. A number of successful applications of G-theory and MFRM have been reported to examine the rater effects on performance assessments (Chiu, 2001; Eckes, 2005; Lynch & McNamara, 1998; Smith & Kulikowich, 2004; Sudweeks et al., 2004) . For more detailed information about G-theory and MFRM, interested readers may refer to Brennan (2001) and Linacre (1994) for a theoretical description, respectively. In addition, the practical applications of G-theory and MFRM in the field of adapted physical activity can be found from Kim and Yun (2009) and Ulrich and Wise (1984) for G-theory and Zhu (2001) for MFRM.
To our knowledge, there are few studies that examine the rater effects on the TGMD-2, especially when it applies to children with intellectual disabilities. Considering the large variations in the level of motor development within children with intellectual disability, there might be systematic patterns in the TGMD-2 scores awarded to children with intellectual disability due to the different subjective views of raters. Thus, the purpose of this study was to apply both G-theory and MFRM to investigate rater effects on the TGMD-2 scores of children with intellectual disability.
Methods Participants
Twenty-two children (16 boys), mean aged 9.9 (± 1.3) years, with intellectual disability, who were enrolled in either a special education school or special intervention program in South Korea, participated in the study. Children were included if they were (a) diagnosed with the 3rd level of intellectual disability according to the definition of the South Korea Ministry of Health and Welfare (i.e., Intelligence Quotient (IQ) ranged between 50-70), which is comparable to the definition for mild intellectual disability by the American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD, 2010) and (b) had no physical disabilities to perform each movement of the TGMD-2. The study was approved by the University Research Ethics Board. Informed consent for participation of this study was provided by the parents of each of the 22 children and verbal assents were obtained from the children.
Raters
To obtain reliable scores in criterion-referenced test, raters should have mastered the rating of items and should have practical experiences as well as theoretical knowledge of the constructs to be measured (Wolfe, 2004) . Thus, three adapted physical activity specialists who satisfied the following criteria: (a) majored in adapted physical education on the doctoral level, (b) have enrolled in graduate courses related to motor development of children with intellectual disability, (c) have experiences with the TGMD-2 in terms of administration and rating at least 20 times, and (d) have taught children with intellectual disability for at least 5 years in the adapted physical education settings, were recruited as raters. All raters were informed about the purpose of this study, and independently completed their ratings.
Instrument
The TGMD-2 (Ulrich, 2000) is a qualitative measure of fundamental movement skills of children aged 3-10 years. The test covers two broad areas of gross motor skills, locomotor skills, and objective control skills, with six different movement subtests, respectively (locomotor skills: run, gallop, horizontal jump, slide, leap, and hop; objective control skills: striking a stationary ball, stationary dribble, catch, kick, overhand throw, and underhand roll). Each subtest is performed twice and includes a different number of items ranging from a minimum of three (leap and catching) to a maximum of five (hop and striking a stationary ball). Every rater scores each item with 1 (mastery) or 0 (nonmastery), depending on whether the participants have satisfied the performance criterion of each item or not.
Procedures
Two examiners, including one of principle investigators of this study and an assistant who was additionally recruited from the pool of adapted physical activity specialist administrated all test sessions. The principle examiner took a part of the main instruction as well as demonstration, while the second examiner assisted to control measurement atmosphere and videotaping. All test sessions were conducted under the supervision of a certified teacher at the gym where the participants are enrolled.
The tests were administrated following sequences according to the examiner's manual of the TGMD-2 (Ulrich, 2000) : (a) verbal description and demonstration of each subtest were provided, (b) two or three practice trials of each subtest were given to all participants, (c) additional instructions were provided if the child appeared to need more understanding, and (d) two trials for each subtest were administered in the main assessment.
In the main assessment, all participants performed each of 12 subtests twice in a single measurement session for respective subtests while their performances were videotaped. The recorded video was consisted a total of 528 images of a single performance (22 participants × 12 subtests × 2 trials) and was sent to each rater after randomly sorted to minimize the possible carry-over and order effects in rating. The items of each subtest were translated into Korean using the procedures outlined by Vallerand (1989) . The raters were allowed to repeat the videotapes while they were completed their ratings.
Data Analysis
The descriptive statistics of the TGMD-2 scores across the raters were calculated and interrater reliability coefficients in the framework of CTT (i.e., Cronbach's alpha and intraclass correlation coefficient, ICC) were obtained. For these, we used a total score, which is a sum of raw scores assigned to each items across two trials, for each rater as a measure of unit, because CTT has a limitation that cannot take multiple sources of error (i.e., trials and items) into account when estimating the reliability coefficient. Two-way random effects ANOVA models (i.e., ICC model, 2.1), in which the person and rater are assumed to be randomly selected from the infinite population of person and rater, were used for calculating the single measure of ICCs for consistency and agreement among raters. Following cut points were used for interpreting both ICCs: ICC ≥ .75 = excellent; .60 ≤ ICC < .75 = good; .40 ≤ ICC < .60 = moderate; ICC < .40 = poor (Fleiss, 1986) .
In G-theory, there are two different types of studies, generalizability study (G-study) and decision study (D-study). A G-study allows the estimation of variance components for both main-and interaction effects for facets, while a D-study is a procedure that aims to investigate the optimal measurement conditions based on the estimated variances in G-study. In this study, only G-study was performed because the primary purpose of this study was not to attempt to modify the measurement properties of the TGMD-2 by exploring the optimal measurement conditions, but rather to investigate the magnitudes of variability due to the rater effects among the TGMD-2 scores awarded to children with intellectual disabilities.
In planning G-study, the source of error variances by rater (r) and measurement properties of the TGMD-2, i.e., trials (t) and items (i), which were assumed to be randomly selected from the infinite universe for respective facets, were included in a single model to account all possible variability by the rater effects. The variance caused by different persons (p; the object of measurement) is regarded as universe score variance that is equivalent to true score variance in CTT, so it is not included as a facet while included in the variance decomposition model (Smith & Kulikowich, 2004) . Thus, fully crossed three-facet designs (p × r × t × i) were applied for each of 12 subtests in the TGMD-2 under the assumption of random effects for all facets. As a result, a total of 15 variance components estimated within each subtest. Of these variance components, outcomes of interest in this study were narrowed to the variance components that are related to the rater effects. Specifically, by following the definitions of rater severity and inconsistencies from Longford (1995) , rater severity was defined as the variations among raters (σ 2 r ) and all possible interaction effects with rater facet, including person-by-rater interaction (σ 2 pr ), items-by-rater interaction (σ 2 ir ), trial-by-rater (σ 2 tr ), person-byitem-by-rater interaction (σ 2 pir ), person-by-trial-by-rater interaction (σ 2 ptr ), and trial-by-item-by-rater interaction (σ 2 tir ), were defined as rater inconsistencies. All of these variances reflect the variability of the TGMD-2 scores due to rater effects associated with measurement properties of the TGMD-2. For example, rater severity refers to the expected variation of a mean score of random rater from the mean over the population and universes (i.e., a population mean observed across items, trials, and raters). Thus, large variation in rater facet indicates that the rank order of severity level is varied by the raters. For the case of two-way interaction, large variation in person-by-rater interaction (σ 2 pr ) indicates the rank order of person's mean score is varied by the particular rater, that is, the severity level of the raters were inconsistent across the person. The relative magnitudes (%) for each outcome variance among total observed variance were also calculated. Although there has been a lack of criteria to determine the significance of the relative magnitudes of variance components, we considered it relatively large if they are equal to or greater than 10.00%.
The percentages of absolute error variances accounted by rater effects (denoted as σ 2 Δ(rater effects) ) among total absolute error variances (σ 2 Δ ) were calculated. The following formula was used for calculating σ 2 Δ(rater effects) : 
where each estimated variance component was divided by the sample size in each component and added up. In addition, we modified the signal-noise (S/N) ratio (Brennan & Kane, 1977) , which is a ratio of person variance (σ 2 p ) to the absolute error variance due to rater effects (σ 2 Δ(rater effects) ), to further explain the influences of rater effects on the intended discrimination of the TGMD-2. If the variance due to person (σ 2 p ) is small compared with the variance due to rater effects (σ 2 Δ(rater effects) ), the discrimination of children with intellectual disabilities by their level of fundamental movement skills may be significantly affected by rater effects. All statistical analyses for G-theory were conducted using GENOVA computer program (Brennan, 1983) .
In contrast to the G-theory, in which the person is defined as the object of the measurement while the rater, trial, and items are defined as the sources of error, MFRM includes the person effect with a form of facet in the main-effects model, as this effect is one of systematic variability (Rost & Walter, 2006; Smith & Kulikowich, 2004) . This is because the persons are considered as a random group and the error variances associated with person's raw score are estimated in G-theory, while MFRM considers each person as individual, and estimates the person's ability independently from other facets (Linacre & Wright, 2002) . Therefore, the four-faceted main-effects model of MFRM was defined as follows for each of 12 subtests of the TGMD-2:
where P pirt is the probability of person p succeeding the item i at trial t from rater r; 1-P pirt is the probability of person p failing the item i at trial t from rater r; θ p is the ability of person p, β i is the difficulty of the item i, α r is the severity of rater r, and δ t is a difficulty at trial t. Among these parameters, outcome of interest in this study was the measures from the calibration of rater facet (α r ) across all subtests of the TGMD-2. Rater facet was defined to be measured positively; therefore, a more severe rater would receive a higher logit score, while a more lenient rater would receive a lower logit score. The fixed effect chi-square tests with respect to the rater facet were examined to investigate the homogeneity of severity level across raters. Two fit-statistics with respect to rater facet (i.e., infit-and outfit mean square values), which have an expected value of 1.00 with a standard error of zero were obtained across 12 subtests of the TGMD-2. A rater with fit values greater than 1.00 indicates the misfit or underfit the model by inconsistency, unexpected variability, or extremism of rating, meaning that they tend to have more variation in their severity level than expected in their rating. Whereas raters with fit values less than 1.00 show overfit the model that shows less variation in their severity level than expected in their rating by redundancy, dependency, or constriction of data (Smith & Kulikowich, 2004) . As suggested by Linacre (2002) , fit values between 0.50 and 1.50 were considered acceptable.
MFRM also provides two additional statistics, the reliability of separation index and separation ratio, as the indicatives of rater effects. The reliability of separation index has a similar property to ordinary reliability coefficient, such as KR-20 or Cronbach's alpha (Linacre, 2010a) , that is a ratio of Rasch-measure-based true variance to observed variance. A higher reliability of separation index in rater facet indicates that the severity levels of raters are reliably separated; therefore, a lower reliability of separation index is desired for better interrater reliability. The separation ratio is a ratio of true standard deviation of rater severity to an average measurement error. The separation ratio greater than 1.00, therefore, indicates that the variability of raters' severity is greater than the uncertainty of the estimates in rater facets (Sudweeks et al., 2004) .
Once the parameters of each facet are calibrated from the four-faceted maineffects model, six bias analyses including all two-way and three-way interactions between rater and other facets [i.e., person-by-rater interaction (φ pr ), items-by-rater interaction (φ ir ), trial-by-rater (φ tr ), person-by-item-by-rater interaction (φ pir ), person-by-trial-by-rater interaction (φ ptr ), and trial-by-item-by-rater interaction (φ tir )] were performed to identify the unusual patterns of rating performance across person, trial, or item facets that are deviated from the expectation on the underlying model. The standardized residual, which is the standardized difference between the expected and observed ratings, is represented as logit score, and the interaction pattern with an absolute z-score greater than 2.00 was considered to be significantly biased. In addition, fixed chi-square tests for each bias term were used to investigate whether the set of interactions can be acceptable after allowing for the measurement error (Linacre, 2010a) . The MFRM analyses were completed using Minifac, a student version of FACETS program (Linacre, 2010b) .
Results

Descriptive Statistics
Table 1 present the descriptive statistics and CTT-based interrater reliability coefficients of the TGMD-2 scores across three raters. Overall, the average interrater reliability coefficients of the total scores of the TGMD-2 were 0.91, 0.78, and 0.75 for Cronbach's alpha, ICC for consistency and agreement, respectively. Interrater reliability based on the Cronbach's alpha coefficients showed high interrater reliability ranged from 0.85 to 0.95 across 12 subtests of the TGMD-2. The single measures of ICC for consistency showed good-to-excellent level of interrater reliability with the ranges from 0.65 to 0.86 across 12 subtests of the TGMD-2. After taking rater variations into account as a component of absolute error variance, the single measures of ICC for agreement were ranged from 0.50 to 0.85, which indicated the moderate-to-excellent interrater reliability among three raters.
G-Theory Analyses
For the G-study, Table 2 provides estimated variance components as well as relative magnitudes of interested outcomes across all subtests of the TGMD-2. The G-study results for objective control skills showed that there were relatively large variations in observed scores due to rater effects in kicking, striking a stationary ball, underhand roll, and catch. For example, differences in the rank order of rater severity level across the items (σ 2 ir ) explained 24.03% of variations in Kicking. Three-way interactions of raters with trials and items (σ 2 tir ) accounted for 18.00%, 33.92%, and 29.65% for kicking, striking a stationary ball, and underhand roll. In catch, rater discrepancy across the person (σ 2 pr ) accounted for 17.88% of variation among total variance.
For the subtests of locomotor skills, there were relatively large error variances due to rater effects in horizontal jump, run, and leap. The variation by interaction of trial and rater (σ 2 tr ) accounted 12.84% of total variation in horizontal jump. Three-way interaction of raters with trials and items (σ 2 tir ) accounted for 17.89% of total variance in run. There were relatively large main effect of rater and interaction effect of item and rater in leap (σ 2 r : 14.47% and σ 2 ir : 13.17%, respectively). The relative proportions of absolute error variances accounted by rater effects (σ 2 Δ(rater effects) ) across 12 subtest of the TGMD-2 were lowest in stationary bouncing with 4.66% and highest in catch and leap with 59.60%. The modified signal/ noise ratio which is a relative ratio of person variance to absolute error variances accounted by rater effects were all greater than 1.00 with an exception of catch, indicating that a majority of subtests well discriminated the fundamental movement skills of children with intellectual disabilities over the rater effects. σ 2 Δ(rater effects) = the proportion of absolute error variances accounted by rater effects among total absolute error variances, i.e., (σ 2 Δ(rater effects) / σ 2 Δ ) × 100]; S/N ratio = modified signal/noise ratio, the relative ratio of person variance to absolute error variances accounted by rater effects (σ 2 Δ(rater effects ); bold denotes the relatively large variance components (i.e., ≥ 10.00%); '-' indicated no variation estimated, there were no negative estimates in current G-study.
MFRM Analyses
The results of main-effects model in MFRM with respect to the rater facet (α r ) are displayed in Table 3 . Positive estimates in severity indicate the tendency of severe rating, while negative estimates refer to lenient rating relative to other raters. The fixed chi-square test for the homogeneity of severity levels for all raters was significant at alpha level of 0.05 with the exception of gallop (χ 2 = 0.73, p > .05). In other words, the rater severity significantly varied across all subtests except gallop. Rater C was the most severe rater with a mean of severity estimates of 0.68 while raters A and B had a tendency to be lenient in their rating with the mean severity estimates of -.38 and -.30, respectively. Infit and outfit mean-square statistics of each severity estimates for rater facet were within the acceptable range between 0.50 and 1.50 for all of subtests with the exceptions of rater A for underhand roll (outfit MS = 1.71) and stationary bouncing (outfit MSs = 1.68) and rater C for catch (outfit MS = 1.57), which implied that each rater maintained a consistent level of severity that are not deviated from the estimated severity level within most of the subtests. The rank order and the extent of severity levels for each rater, however, were inconsistent across the subtests of the TGMD-2. For instance, rater B was shown to have a severe standard in rating for striking a stationary ball, overhand throw, horizontal jump, slide, and gallop in which the severity estimates were positive, while relatively lenient standard was applied for remaining subtests in which the severity estimates were negative.
The reliability of separation index, which refers to the extent to which rater severity reliably differed, ranged from the lowest in gallop (separation reliability = 0.00) to highest in kicking (separation reliability = 0.96). Considering that the separation reliability for rater facet is an opposite concept of interrater reliability (Linacre, 2010a) , higher separation reliability indicated that the severity level of each rater was reliably separated in MFRM analysis. Separation ratio is an alternative index of examining rater effects over the random error. For example, separation ratio of 5.21 in Kicking indicated that the difference in the severity estimates among three raters is 5.21 times greater than the estimation error with which these measures are estimated. Separation ratio is expected to be lower than measurement error for interchangeability of each rater (Lynch & McNamara, 1998) . Based on the finding of this study, three raters were not interchangeable for all subtest with the exception of Gallop (separation ratio = 0.00).
Two-way and three-way bias analyses associated with rater facet were performed to investigate whether each rater consistently scored across different facets. Table 4 provides the summary results of bias analyses for all subtests in which the number of significantly biased ratings (i.e., absolute z-score > 2.00) among total number of possible combinations of facets were reported. Overall, there were few significant bias interactions of person-by-rater (φ pr ), trial-by-rater (φ tr ), person-by-item-by-rater (φ pir ), and person-by-trial by rater (φ ptr ) across all subtests. The fixed chi-square tests for the homogeneity of set of interactions after allowing for measurement error were significant in some subtests with respect to item-by-rater interaction (φ ir ) and trial-by-item-by-rater interaction (φ tir ). These results implied that the scoring behavior of a particular rater deviated from expected level of severity in particular items and the combination of items Note. SE = standard error; *p < .05 for fixed effect chi-square test; **p < .01 for fixed effect chi-square test; bolds indicated the fit indices outside of between 0.50 and 1.50. and trials. Table 5 presented the examples of significantly biased item-by-rater interaction (φ ir ) for overhand throwing. There were 12 possible combinations (4 items × 3 raters) in overhand throwing; of these, 6 combinations were significantly biased between particular raters and particular items with an absolute z-score of greater than 2.00.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the rater effects inherent in scores of the TGMD-2 when it applies to children with intellectual disability. Two advanced measurement theories (G-theory and MFRM) that have been highly recognized for their capability to detect the rater effects were used for this purpose. G-study provides the relative magnitudes of error variances attributed to rater effects using three facets fully-crossed model with an assumption of random effects for each facet. The relatively large discrepancy in the severity level among raters was only found from the leap. Whereas, there were relatively large portions of error variances accounted by rater inconsistencies in item-by-rater (σ 2 ir ), person-by-rater (σ 2 pr ), trial-by-rater (σ 2 tr ), and trial-by-item-by-rater (σ 2 tir ) across Note. φ pr = person-by-rater interaction; φ ir = items-by-rater interaction; φ tr = trial-by-rater; φ pir = person-by-item-by-rater interaction, φ ptr = person-by-trial-by-rater interaction; φ tir = trial-by-item-byrater interaction; numbers in cells indicate the number of significant biased interactions (i.e., absolute z-score > 2.00) out of total combinations for facet elements; *p < .05 for fixed effect chi-square tests; **p < .01 for fixed effect chi-square tests. kicking, striking a stationary ball, underhand roll, catch, horizontal jump, run, and leap, which supported the existence of rater effects in the TGMD-2 scores. Of these error components, item-by-rater and person-by-rater variances refer to rater discrepancies in their severity level across the items or persons, while trialby-rater and trial-by-item-by-rater variances indicated that single rater tended to be somewhat inconsistent in his ratings across trials and items. These results suggested that differences in the severity levels across the raters were trivial; however, inter-or intrarater variability may be systematically deteriorated by the interactions with the set of measurement properties of the TGMD-2. Although there were some subtests (e.g., overhand throw, hop, and gallop) in which the relative magnitudes of a single facet of rater effects over the total observed variances were low (i.e., < 10.00%), the proportions of absolute error variances accounted by rater effects were relatively large. This implies that more accurate measures of the TGMD-2 can be obtained by reducing the rater effects. G-theory provides the evidence for existence of rater effects on the TGMD-2 scores with a form of variance component; however, this information is still limited to determine more precise rater effects inherent in the TGMD-2 scores, because G-theory is designed for examining the sources of error at a group level (Lynch & McNamara, 1998) . MFRM was, therefore, used to complement the examination of rater effects within individual level that is independent to other facets included in the model. In the current study, the severity level of each rater significantly varied across all subtest of the TGMD-2 with the exception of gallop. Overall, rater C was shown to be possessing severer standard with respect to each item compared with other raters. Raters A and B seem to share similar severity level, but the level of severities across the subtests was somewhat varied. Infit and outfit mean square statistics, which can be seen as the consistency measures of severity level for single rater, were within acceptable range for most of subtests, indicating that each rater retains their own severity level consistently within each subtest. The reliability of separation index and separation ratio also supported that the level of rater severity are reliably dissimilar and each rater cannot be interchangeable across most of subtests of the TGMD-2. This result is partially contradicted to the findings from the G-theory in which the relative magnitudes of variations by rater severity (σ 2 r ) was trivial for most of subtests of the TGMD-2.
Other discrepancies were also found in bias or interaction analyses between MFRM and G-theory. In contrast to G-theory, which found relatively large variance estimates in several interaction terms by rater effects, MFRM showed that there were significantly biased ratings in item-by-rater and trial-by-item-by-rater interactions. These differences can be attributed to dissimilar levels of focus of two methods (i.e., group vs. individual). The estimated variance components in G-theory are for a single observation only that reflects the expected average scores in the universe of admissible observation (Brennan, 2001; Shavelson &Webb, 1991; Sudweeks et al., 2004) . G-theory analysis, therefore, shows us an omnibus rater effects at the aggregated level (Lynch & McNamara, 1998) . Furthermore, G-theory is a method within the boundary of CTT that is not free from sample characteristics and test traits which indicate that the relative magnitude of error sources can be varied depending on the person's ability or item difficulties. MFRM, however, overcomes these limitations by focusing on individual level and calibrating logit scores for respective facets that are independent from other facets (Stahl, 1994) .
On one side, Linacre (2010a) addressed that failing to reject the null hypothesis in fixed chi-square test in MFRM bias analysis doesn't mean such biases are negligible, but they still need to be considered with careful manner. As shown in the example of bias analysis (see Table 5 ), one can investigate the specific bias patterns in detail although there is no significant effect of bias in overall interactions. In the current study, there were a number of biases across all interaction terms with the exception of trial-by-rater interaction, which is also contrast to the findings from the G-study that showed relatively large variations of trial-by-raters interaction. These results were correspondent to the findings from G-theory that a single rater tends to be somewhat biased by the set of combination with other facets.
Many previous studies showed acceptable inter-and intrarater reliability of the TGMD-2 in children with disabilities Simons et al., 2008) . For instance, Houwen et al. (2010) reported excellent levels of inter-and intrarater reliability coefficients of the TGMD-2 on children with visual impairments using ICC approach. Although a single measure of ICC may yield slightly more conservative result than other conventional method such as Pearson's product moment correlation or Cronbach's alpha by fixing the number of raters or trials to one to obtain a single measure of reliability coefficients rather than average reliability coefficients, it is still within the boundary of CTT that cannot fully detect the rater effects associated with other measurement conditions. For instance, two-way random effect ANOVA model for estimating ICC, in which the person and rater are assumed to be randomly drawn from the infinite populations of person and rater, is equivalent to a single facet crossed design (i.e., p × r) of G-theory, where the rater is a only source of error that may affect the reliability of person's score without any consideration of underlying measurement properties (e.g., items or trials). In addition, one of the common pitfalls of conventional approach to estimate the rater reliability of the TGMD-2 was that they used the raw scores, which is a sum of all items for two trials, or standardized score as a measure of estimation. This approach would provide the comprehensive information for consistency estimates of total scores of the TGMD-2 across the raters, but may ignore the underlying discrepancies in microscopic level. It has also been reported that aggregated-level data would yield greater reliability in comparison with item-level data (Kishton & Widaman, 1994 ). In the current study, Cronbach's alpha coefficients and ICCs for consistency and agreement among raters across all subtests were within acceptable ranges of interrater reliability based on the guideline by Fleiss (1986) when using aggregated level of raw scores; however, as shown in this study, there were several differences in the degree of severity among raters and set of bias pattern attributed to measurement properties of the TGMD-2 when analyzing item-level data using G-theory and MFRM.
The rater severity/leniency is known as the most critical bias among rater effects (Cronbach, 1990 ) that may deteriorate both the reliability and validity in performance rating. As a result, several procedures or strategies have been instituted to prevent or minimize the rater effects in performance ratings (Myford & Wolfe, 2003) . The most common approach is to select the experts with respect to the contexts to be measured. Selecting fully trained experts will be a promise to secure the intrarater reliability, but the concern is the interrater reliability in terms of their different severity/leniency levels caused by different characteristics of raters. It is noted that the rater effects are most likely to be formed by accumulated experiences related to those measures (Myford & Wolfe, 2003) , indicating that there would also be a possibility of being exposed to rater effects when the expert is recruited as a rater. Another conventional approach for reducing rater effects is a rater training (Weigle, 1998) . Rater training refers not only to the education for novices but also implies the reconciliation process for the experts to achieve certain level of inter-and intra agreements with respect to the severity level across the items. It has also been recommended that the bias analysis in MFRM can be used during training or monitoring sessions to provide the sufficient feedbacks on the unusual patterns in their rating (Zhu et al., 1998) . Generally speaking, we may suggest researchers or practitioners in the field of adapted physical activity to have a rater training process for preventing possible rater effects regarding their severity/leniency level across each item of the TGMD-2. Moreover, making a clearer or detail guidelines and criteria for scoring may be one efficient way of reducing the rater effects among many.
Limitations
There are several limitations in this study that should be considered when examining the results. First, although this study showed the empirical evidence for the possibility of existence of rater effects on the TGMD-2 scores awarded to children with intellectual disability, we did not take any factors other than measurement properties of the TGMD-2 into account when designing the study. This limited us to suggest more practical implications, such as what factors or characteristics of the participants, raters, or items may lead the rater effects. We would expect that one could investigate such inquiries by employing both qualitative and quantitative analytical approaches. In addition, it is plausible that there would be unmodeled systematic variability that may significantly affect the reliability of the TGMD-2 scores over the rater effects. One possible explanation is that the children with intellectual disability have a short period of concentration compared with children without disability and tend to be sensitive to environmental changes that make them easily distracted (Simonoff, Pickles, Wood, Gringras, & Chadwick, 2007) . Although we attempted to provide more comfortable and organized measurement environment for participants to retain the constant level of concentrations, performing all subtests of the TGMD-2 in a day may attribute to lower concentration, which may subsequently have a responsibility for large amount of residual variances in current study.
Conclusion
This study aimed at investigating the rater effects of the TGMD-2 when it applied to children with intellectual disability. There were relatively large variances accounted by rater effects in subtests of the TGMD-2. Discrepancies in the degree to severity level were detected across the raters, and systematic bias patterns were also observed along with measurement properties of the TGMD-2. Based on our findings, we recommended that the attempts for rater training should be made before scoring to obtain reliable and valid measurement of the TGMD-2 on children with intellectual disability. However, due to the limitations mentioned above, the following issues or topics can be investigated in future research: (a) exploring the factors that lead the differences in the severity level among raters (i.e., types of disability, gender, or age of the persons, or age, gender, previous experiences in teaching in the field of adapted physical activity of the raters etc); (b) exploring the items on which the raters are mostly inconsistent for their severity level; (c) exploring the effects of rater training or monitoring to maintain stable severity level across all items or trials of the TGMD-2 when it applied to children with disabilities.
